
4 September 1998 

Hi Joni, 

As I noted earlier in the week in voice mail, I was going to send you 
an itemized list of grievances which make up the monetary sum of the lawsuit against West Group, I should 
note that the contingencies associated with the initial attempt we made to settle in March/April have not 

changed, Those are in conjunction with the monetary damages being sought 

The list is as follows (some items go into some elaboration): 

Health benefits lost 
(this amount reflects the amount this year from 
loss of HMO benefits,This figure may be adjusted 

if I learn more detail of what exactly Allina provided,) 

$25,000.00 

Promotion $4,000.00 
This promotion, to CD-ROM Coordinator, was 
offered to me the same day as my resignation notice, 
and it would have afforded me greater seniority within 

the CD-ROM Services department 

Annual Review (May 1998) $4098.30 
(note: this reflects a 15% increase of my salary in 
May 1998, if I had stayed,) 

Damage to credibility and reputation $40,000.00 
This figure reflects the aftereffects of departing a 
productive, successful career in the world's largest legal 

publishing company. and sacrificing my reputation as 
consistent and dedicated in my work with them. 
This reflects poorly on my professional record when I 
have had to explain my reasons for leaving West and am 
unable to provide prospective employers with the 

complete perspective (of discrimination) to why I left 
such a potentially promising and secure career: 
In addition, had I stayed with West (without the 
discrimination), I would never have dealt w ith the folding 
of Digital Karma (my employer following West), 
inconsistent freelancing work. and the poor experience 

with Lavender Magazine, in which I was compensated less 

than what I needed to put food on my table and pay 
my bills, 

Loss of dignity and humiliation $20,000.00 
This is defined as separate from the previous item. 
While my credibility and reputation in the professional 
world were sacrificed after my departure with West, 



my dignity was tom to pieces the very moment I was 
asked by my supervisor to accompany him to Lewis 
Freeman's office. And every day for four months, I had 
to stare into the faces of countless employees who knew 
about my trans identity. who willingly participated in a wildfire
like spread of the rumour that "a transsexual was coming 
to the Eagan offices" long before my arrival in October; 
and for the two confirmed employees who made a 
complaint to HR regarding my access to women's 
washroom facilities - before my arrival in Eagan, - who 
passed their judgment on me before I ever could have 
met them.The humiliation comes from all the stares, the 
grimaces, the awareness that eating breakfast or lunch or 
consuming water would remind me of why I didn't feel 
very welcome at West's Eagan campus. The humiliation 
reflects each and every night when I felt weak, foreign, 
rejected, and hideously isolated from who I thought were 
friendly colleagues.The humiliation hurts most when my 
own team members in CD-ROM remained ambivalent 
and non-supportive of my treatment by HR, even though 
my presence was the CD-RaM's greatest and most 
desperately-needed resource they needed to integrate 
the department I accompanied from Rochester; NY into 
their group. My absence following my January departure 
has been deeply felt, including that two Rochester 
employees were transferred to Eagan to take my place. 

Punitive damages 
(the maximum figure allowed under Minnesota 
State law for civil rights cases). 

Pain and suffering 
I'll let you decide where, and if, this fits in. Here's 
a brief summary: high amounts of stress, hunger 
(following West when replacement employment was 
spotty at best and money was tight), financial instability 
(taking a risk I otherwis~ would not have by joining 
a fledgling company (Digital Karma) that could not offer 
a guarantee on job security or health benefits to 
boot in order to leave the mistreatment of West 
behind), skipping breakfast, lunch and consumption of 
water at West (to avoid Freeman's unwritten edict) 

Legal costs 

Total Estimate (as of this writing) 
(this doesn't include the last two items listed) 

$8,500.00 

Go figure! 

Pending 

$10 I ,598.30 



While this is the first time at attempting to quantify what the dis
crimination has meant to my life, almost one year after Lewis belittled my existence, ft is not too far off from 
the best description, itemized or not, that I have ever attempted to make. I understand that you may wish to 
discuss this in detail wfth me.That is fine . Perhaps, for whatever reason, my figures are too low. If so, please let 
me know. 

I hope to see you September 16th at Sandy Grove's office. Hannah 
Miyamoto, Whitney Joondeph, Shahn Dickson, Avni Pandya and myself will be there, as might Debra Davis. 
Since my hands are legally bound once my suit is filed, I don't want to feel powerless in making a productive 
change. And so, this is what motivates me to join this rag-tag group to confront the Department of Human 
Resources. And also, my friend and colleague Avni wants to meet you. 

Talk to you soon, 

juli 
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